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In many cases, it isdesirable to cover liquidmanuretanks. The roof slabwilloften besubjected to trafficloadsfrom tractors,
wagons and other farm implements. When substantial wheel loads areto bedesigned for,a poured concrete flatslabveryoften
provides an economical solution. This paper deals with the effectof concentrated loads on rectangular flat slab panels. It also
deals withtheanalysis anddesign ofaroofslab forcircular tanksthatare too large forasingle central columnsupport. The results
of the various analyses havebeen used to provide design recommendations that can be used directly by the designer if used in
conjunction with the Canadian Farm Building Code and concrete design code, CSA A23.3.

INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of liquid manure
tanks are being covered to satisfy
environmental considerations. If the roof of

a liquid manure tank is at ground level,
traffic loads should be allowed for in the
design of such a roof. The Canadian Farm
Building Code (1977) requires a minimum
design uniform live load of 150 psf (7.18
kN/m2) for farm machinery traffic areas. If
it is anticipated that the area will be occupied
by loaded farm trucks or large tractors,
larger design live loads have to be used.
General traffic areas also have to be

investigated for a concentrated load of 5,000
lb (240 kN).

Liquid manure tanks may be rectangular
or circular. The design of roof slabs for
rectangular tanks is adequately covered in
Section 11 of CSA A23.3-1973 where it

concerns uniformly distributed loads.
Design information for small circular tank
roofs without columns and with a single
central column is contained in a Portland

Cement Association publication on circular
concrete tanks without prestressing.

Liquid manure tank roofs can be
constructed of cast-in-place or precast
concrete. The cast-in-place alternative has
an advantage if the area in question will be
subjected to concentrated loads. Unless
precast units are interlocked in some way,
each unit has to be designed for the
concentrated design load or set of loads,
whereas cast-in-place slabs have the ability
to distribute concentrated loads over large
areas; consequently the uniformly distribu
ted design load will govern in most cases.

Many alternative types of cast-in-place
concrete slab construction are available. Of

these, the flat slab is probably one of the
most economical alternatives because of its

simple and economical formwork.
This paper provides the results of some

finite element analyses of flat slabs with
rectangular panels subjected to point loads
and of a flat slab suitable for circular tanks

of 50 - 80-ft (15.2- 24.4-m) diam. The results
of the analyses have been used to provide
design recommendations.

POINT LOADS ON RECTANGULAR

FLAT PLATE PANELS

The finite element method using the
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Figure 1. Typical layout of finite elements in one quadrant of a flat plate panel.

Clough-Felippa quadrilateral bending
element has been used for all results

presented herein (Clough and Felippa
1968). Medium thick plate theory and a
linearly elastic, homogeneous, isotropic
material is assumed.

The present analyses are restricted to an
interior panel that forms part of an infinite
system of equally-sized, equally-loaded
panels. The assumption of equal-sized,
equally-loaded panel allows the analysis of
one quadrant of a panel. Figure 1 shows a
typical layout of finite elements as used for
anlysis I. The influence of pattern loading on
the bending moments has been discussed in
some depth by Jofriet and McNeice (1971)
for flat slabs subjected to uniformly
distributed loads. Design recommendations
to take account of the effect of pattern
loading on concentrated load moments will
be made later.

The analyses were chosen to investigate
the influence on the distribution of bending
moments from panel aspect ratio and from
lead position. Details regarding the various
analyses are provided in Table I.

CSA A23.3-1973 has provisions for the
direct design of reinforced concrete flat
plates providing the geometry and loading
falls within certain limitations. Bending
moments in middle and column strips are
obtained from a specified division of the
total panel moment, M0, which is defined as
the numerical sum of the positive and
average negative moment, summed over the
width of a panel, i.e. one full column strip
plus two half middle strips. The same
approach will be followed here in the
presentation of the results.

The Code (CSA A23.3-1973) provides
for an M0, that equals the total static
moment in a panel assuming the total reac
tion to act at the face of the column. In all

analyses, the point load or point loads are
applied at midspan for the x span direction.
The total panel moment, obtained from the
summation of numerical results, was
compared with the total static moment

M0-WPtn (1)

where: P is the total load on the panel and /n
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TABLE I. RECTANGULAR PANEL ANALYSES

Analysis lx\
number (ft)t

I 22

II 18

III 14

VII

VIII

IX

X

22

22

22

14

lyX
(ft)t

22 )

22 )

22 )

22

22

22

22

Loading
details

Unit point load at center
of panel (node 1)

Unit point load midway
between nodes 6 and 7

Unit point load on column
center line (node 12)

Uniformly distributed loading

t 1 ft = 0.304 m.

%Ix, ly = span, center-to-center of columns, in x and y directions. Clear spans are, in all cases, 2 ft less
than the center-to-center spans.

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF POSITIVE PANEL MOMENTS - POINT LOAD VERSUS

UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD

Analysis Mpos in% Analysis Mpos in %
number of M0 number of M0

(point load) (point load) (UDL) (UDL)

I 54.6

VII 54.2 IX 39.0

VIII 54.5

III
54.9

X
40.6

54.4 39.0

TABLE III. PANEL MOMENTS FOR ANALYSES I, II AND III

/2f Mpos Mmid Mmid
Analysis

— in% in% in%
number /, of MQ of MpOS of Mneg

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I 1.00 54.6 65.2 42.2

II 1.22 54.8 73.3 50.5

0.82 54.6 63.4 41.8

III 1.57 54.9 80.4 51.7

0.64 54.4 61.1 40.0

t /, is the center-to-center span in the direction of the moments under consideration; /2 is the center-to-
center span in the direction transverse to /,.

is the clear span. The numerical results
ranged from 96 to 104% of M0.

The distribution of M0 into the total
positive moment, MpOS> and the total
negative moment, Mneg, differs, of course,
from that for a uniformly distributed load.
Table II presents the total positive moment
as a percentage of M0 for analyses I, VII,
VIII and IX to illustrate the difference

between point load and uniformly distri
buted load positive moments in a square flat
panel. The results from analyses III and X
provide a similar comparison for two of the
rectangular panels. In the case of the latter,
there are two sets of results, one for each of
the two bending directions. It appears that
the total positive moment portion of the
total static moment due to a center point
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load is 35 - 40% greater for a central point
load than for a uniformly distributed load.

The results from analyses, I, II and III for
the distribution of the total positive and
negative moments into middle and column
strip moments are presented in Table III. In
column 3, the positive middle strip moments
are given as a percentage of the total positive
moments. Similarly, column 4 presented the
negative middle strip moments.

The distribution of the positive moments
across the width of the slab is dependent
mainly on the position of the concentrated
load or loads. This is clearly demonstrated in
Fig. 2 where maximum positive moments
due to a concentrated load are plotted versus
the transverse distance from the center line
of column. The distribution of positive
moments is shown for three positions of
point loads (analyses I, VII and VIII). The
distribution of the same moments due to a
uniformly distributed load, q, is shown for
comparison (analysis IX).

The distribution of the negative moments
is affected by the load position to a lesser
extent. This may be seen in Fig. 3 where
maximum negative moments are plotted in
the same way.

The distribution of the individual

moments, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, reflects
in the distribution of the total positive
moment, MpOS, and of the total negative
moments, Mneg> into middle and column
strip moments. This is shown in Fig. 4 where
the results from analyses I, VII and VIII are
plotted versus load position. The positive
middle strip moment increases linearly as
the load moves away from the center line of
column. The negative middle strip moment
behaves similarly but at a much lesser rate.

Geometric changes of the panel also
affect the distribution of the positive and
negative panel moments. For the geometric
variations considered herein, the positive
middle strip moments, in percent of the
positive panel moments, vary from 61.1 to
80.4% (Table 3, column 3). For the negative
moments, they vary from 40.0 to 51.7%
(Table 3, column 4).

CIRCULAR TANK FLAT PLATE ROOF

SLAB

Flat slab roof slabs of circular tanks of

50-80-ft (15.2 - 24.4-m) diam subjected to
loads typical for the cover ofa liquid manure
tank require interior column supports. The
optimum arrangement of columns allows an
arrangement of slab reinforcement in a
radial and circumferential pattern so that a
large number of bars are of equal length.

The chosen layout of columns results in
maximum positive and average negative
moments that are approximately equal. The
layout provides for six columns placed
equidistant on a circle with a radius one-half
of the radius of the tank (see Fig. 5). The
columns were modelled as point supports
with linear rotational springs in both
bending directions to provide for the
bending stiffness of the columns. The layout
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TRANSVERSE DISTANCE FROM £ COLUMN

Figure 2. Maximum positive moments versus distance across plate

TRANSVERSE DISTANCE FROM %_ COLUMN

Figure 3. Maximum negative moments versus distance across plate
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Analyses I, VII, VIII, IX.

Analyses I, VII, VIII, IX.

includes a circular opening in the center of
the slab with a radius one-tenth of the radius
of the tank. The slab is assumed hinged
along the tank wall. Because of symmetry,
only one quadrant of the circular slab was
analyzed. A finite element layout of the
quadrant is shown in Fig. 5.

The roof slab was subjected to various
configurations of uniformly distributed
loading and to concentrated loads in a
number of locations. Details are provided in
Table IV. In all cases of uniformly
distributed loading on areas inside the
column circle, the same loading was
assumed to act on the opening in the center
of the slab and transmitted to the slab as a

reaction along the edge. Because of the
boundary conditions imposed on the section
of the slab that was analyzed, all loadings are
symmetric about the center of the tank.

In the presentation of the results, bending
moments due to uniformly distributed loads
have been non-dimensionalized by division
by the intensity of loading, q and the square
of the tank radius,./?2. Those from
concentrated loads were divided by the
magnitude of that load. Radial
moments, Mr, are bending moments
associated with radial bending stresses.
Tangential moments, Mf, are the transverse
bending moments.

Radial Moments due to Uniformly
Distributed Loading

Figure 6 presents radial moments along a
radius through a column center (line AH)
found from analyses XI, XII and XIII.
Similar moment curves for radial moments

along a radius midway between two columns
(line AN) are shown in Fig. 7.

The maximum negative radial moment
occurs over the columns. Between columns,
the maximum negative moment occurs
along the straight line connecting the
columns. The variation of the maximum

negative radial moments along such a line is
shown in Fig. 8. The positive radial
moments are fairly constant along circles
through the maximum positive moment
position.

From Figure 6 it is evident that
maximum negative moments result from a
uniformly distributed load over the entire
slab. Partial loading, on the other hand,
causes greater positive moments. Radial
moments have been summed over a 60°

segment of the slab to provide total segment
moments for both dead and live load. Their

magnitude and radial location are given in
Table V.

The loading conditions of analyses XIV -
XVII, inclusive, do not cause radial
moments that exceed those from analyses XI
- XIII, inclusive, and are therefore not
reported.

Tangential Moments due to Uniformly
Distributed Loading

Tangential bending moments from
analyses XI, XII and XIII are presented in
Figs. 9 and 10. Moments along a radius
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Figure 4. Positive and negative middle strip moment in percent of total positive and negative moment.

PLAN

Figure 5. Circular tank roof slab plan including finite element layout of quadrant.

through a column center (line AH) are
shown in Fig. 9; those along a radius midway
between two columns (line AN) are shown in
Fig. 10. Tangential moments are plotted
versus transverse direction; that is, along
radial lines.

Along the radii through column centers,
the tangential moments are negative in the
region near the column. The only significant
positive moments occur in the region nearest
to the center of the tank. The greatest
negative tangential moments occur when the
entire roof slab is loaded. The total negative
moment equals 0.0125 qR3.

The tangential moments along radii
midway between columns are generally
positive, except near the center of the tank in
analysis XIII, in which a uniformly
distributed load is placed outside the column
circle only. The greatest positive tangential
moments also occur in the area nearest to the

center of the circle. Loading conditions for
analysis XV, uniformly distributed load
over areas CDJI and FGML (Fig. 5), result
in larger positive tangential moments
beyond 0.6/? from the center of the tank.
These results are also shown in Fig. 10.
Results from analyses XIV, XVI, and XVII
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did not provide governing values and have
not been shown.

Moments due to Point Loads

The variation of positive radial moments
from analyses XVIII and XIX along the
circumferential line through P and Q (at
0.%R) is similar to that shown in Fig. 2 for
analyses I and VIII, respectively. In both
cases, the moment per unit width varies from
a maximum of about 0.32P under the point
load to a minimum of about 0.03 P 30° from

the load point. The total radial positive
moment over a 60° segment is 0.093PR in
analysis XVIII and 0.106/7? in analysis
XIX.

The maximum values of tangential
positive moments per unit width from
analyses XVIII - XX, inclusive, are of about
the same magnitude as the radial ones. The
point load at point Q causes some negative
tangential moments at and near the column.
The magnitude of the maximum negative
tangential moment is about one-third of the
positive moment along the outer radial span
length (0.5R) from analysis XVIII (point
load at node P, Fig. 5) and along the inner
radial span length (OAR) for analysis XX
(point load at node R) is 0.058P/?. In the
case of analysis XIX, it is less.

A point load at point Sand, of course, the
point symmetrically opposite, leads to
somewhat larger tangential moments. The
maximum moment along the inner radial
span length (OAR) is 0.09PR.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the
columns carry 65% of the total load on a 60°
segment of the roof slab, assuming full
uniform dead and live load over the entire

area. This value is required for the
determination of shear stresses in the slab

and for the design of the column.

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Point Loads on Rectangular Panels
The results of the present analyses and

those of earlier work (Jofriet 1971) have
been used to provide design recommenda
tion in the form of suggested design
moments for rectangular flat slab panels
subjected to concentrated loads in a panel.
The present results indicate that the total
panel moment, Mq, may be determined in
the same way as is suggested in CSA A23.3
for a uniformly distributed load, i.e. by
equation 1, M0 - 1/4 P In. The distribution
of M0 into positive and negative moments
is, for an interior panel, virtually
independent of panel aspect ratio and of
load position in the transverse span direc
tion. A good approximation of the numeri
cal results may be obtained from

Mrpos' •0.55 Mn (2)

A simple design recommendation for the
positive and negative moments in column
and middle strips is difficult to provide since
these moments are influenced by panel
aspect ratio and load position. Using the
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TABLE IV. CIRCULAR FLAT PLATE ANALYSES

Analysis
number

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

XV

XVI

XVII

XVIII

XIX

XX

XXI

Loading details

Uniformly distributed loading (UDL) on entire slab

UDL on part of slab inside column circle

UDL on part of slab between column circle and wall

UDL on ACD and AFG (see Fig. 5)

UDL on CDJI and FGML

UDL on ACG and ADF

UDL on CGMI and DFLJ

Unit point load at node P (see Fig. 5)

Unit point load at node Q

Unit point load at node R

Unit point load at node S
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Figure 6. Radial bending moments along a radius through a column center (line AH).
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Figure 7. Radial bending moments along a radius midway between column centers (line AN).

available values and assuming a moveable
load, it is recommended that the total
negative moment be proportioned into
column and middle strip moments using the
percentages given in Table VI. A similar
recommendation for the proportioning of
the total positive moment is also contained
in Table VI. Linear interpolation may be
used between the values shown.

The proportioning suggested in Table VI
provides, in most cases, safe values for any
load position along the center line of panel
and, therefore, the sum of middle and
column stip moments does not equal 100%.

All analyses were based on the
assumption that all panels are loaded
equally. The influence of pattern loading has
been investigated in some depth for flat slabs
subjected to uniformly distributed loads
(Jofriet and McNeice 1971). For such loads,
pattern loading causes significant increases
in the positive moments. The influence on
the negative moments is insignificant. For a
continuous beam on point supports with an
infinite number of equal spans, the ratio of
the maximum positive moment with pattern
loading to that with all spans loaded is 2.0
for a uniformly distributed loading; for a
single point load at center span, this ratio is
1.4. On this bais, it is recommended that
positive moments due to moveable point
loads should be increased by a factor, /?,
which is 75% of that recommended for
uniformly distributed loads (Jofriet and
McNeice 1971).

This means that the total positive live
load design moment due to point loads
should be multiplied by a factor which for
square panels may be taken as

0= 1.5 -0.8 a*+0.3 a*2 (3)

in which a* =ac/(ac + 1) and ac is the ratio
of the flexural stiffness of the column to

that of the slab, as defined in CSA A23.3.
For rectangular panels, the reader should
refer to the original work on pattern
loading (Jofriet and McNeice 1971).

Liquid manure roof slabs have to be
designed for either a uniformly distributed
loading or a concentrated load placed in the
most unfavorable position. A comparison of
the strip moment from analysis I and VIII
with those from analysis IX shows that if a
slab has been designed for a uniformly
distributed loading, the positive middle strip
moment will be the critical area for bending
moments due to a concentrated load. In this

area, the concentrated load case will start to
govern when the concentrated load is greater
than about 20% of the total panel live load.
Increases in positive moment due to pattern
loading were not taken into account in
calculating this percentage. It would tend to
increase the value somewhat.

In the case of a live load of 150 psf (7.18
N / m2), the consideration of two wheel loads
of 5,000 lb (240 kN) each would govern for
spans of about 18 ft (5.5 m) or less if the
panels are square. It should be noted that
this governing value of concentrated load
will change with panel aspect ratio.
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TABLE V. TOTAL RADIAL MOMENTS FOR A 60° SEGMENT

Location Total

moment

Distance

from center

Distribution

Column - Mid-segment

Neg. DL and LLf O.OI8O4R' Varies^ 65% - 35%
Moments

Pos. DL moments 0.0165<7R3 0.8R 50% - 50%
Outer span

Pos. LL moments 0.0205<?/?3 0.8R 50% - 50%
Outer span

Pos. DL moments 0.0010(/fl3 0.2R 50% - 50%
Inner span

Pos. LL moments 0.0025?/?3 0.2R 50% - 50%
Inner span

tDL = dead load, LL = live load.
iw • '• ,,,,., 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
JMaximum negative moments occur along the chord connecting the column centers. DISTANCE FROM COl iimn

MEASURED ALONG CHORD, d/R

TABLE VI. SUGGESTED DESIGN MOMENTS IN COLUMN AND MIDDLE STRIPS FOR Figure 8. Variation of radial bending moments
RECTANGULAR FLAT PLATE PANELS SUBJECTED TO POINT LOADS along a chord connecting two column

______^ centers — Analysis XL

h /, 0.5 1.0 1.5

Middle strip

Column strip

Middle strip

Column strip

Negative moments

35% 40% 50%

75% 70%

Positive moments

60%

60% 65% 80%

75% 70% 60%

b. Circular Tank Roof Slab

The design recommendations provided
herein are limited to circular tank roof slabs

that have support conditions that closely
resemble those shown in Fig. 5.

The design radial moments can best be
handled by dividing a 60° segment of the
roof slab into a column segment extending
15° either side of the column and a 30° mid-

segment centered about a radius midway
between column centers.

The total design moments for live and
dead loads are provided in Table V, together
with the position of the governing moment
and the recommended division of the total

moment in column and mid-segment
moment. In determining the governing
moment, the fact that radial reinforcing steel
has variable spacing has been taken into
account. It should be noted that the

maximum negative moments in the mid-
segment occur along a straight line
connecting the column centers and the
positioning of the top steel in this region
should be symmetric about this line.

To enhance the serviceability
performance of the slab, it is recommended
that the negative column segment be further
divided into two equal segments. The inner
segment should be designed for two-thirds

of the total negative column segment
moment, the outer two half segments for
one-third. Such an arrangement places more
reinforcement in the immediate vicinity of
the column and should reduce flexural

cracking. The ultimate strength, of course,
will remain approximately the same. The
recommended negative radial design
moments are shown in Fig. 8.

The circumferential top steel should be
designed for a total tangential negative
moment of 0.0125 qRJ, about two-thirds of
the radial negative moment. The reinforcing
steel should be distributed over a width of

about 0.4 R, or 0.2 R, either side of the
column. Again, the serviceability would be
enhanced if the top steel were to be spaced
closer in the immediate vicinity of the
columns, as recommended for the radial top
steel.

The circumferential bottom steel should

be designed for a bending moment of 0.015
qR1 (moment per unit width), except in the
region near the center of the slab. A ring, 0.1
R wide, should be reinforced more heavily
for a design moment of 0.03 qR1. These
design moments were based on a live to dead
load ratio of one and one-half. It is

recommended that the circumferential

bottom steel be continuous.
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It is more difficult to make

recommendations for positive design
moments for concentrated loads. Obviously,
the maximum moments that will actually
occur depend very much on the contact area
over which the concentrated load is spread.
In any case, it is impractical and unnecessary
to reinforce for such peak moments as is the
case with the peak negative moments that
occur over the columns.

Point loads in the spans adjacent to the
wall of the tank cause significant positive
radial and tangential moments. A
reasonable positive radial design moments
over a 60° segment is 0.1 PR. One-half of
this segment immediately under the point
load should be reinforced for 75% of this
moment. This means that if the point load is
moveable, the design moment per unit width
is:

0.075 PR

77
:0.18P

X0.8tf

An appropriate total tangential positive
design moment would be 0.06PR. If 75% of
the steel is again concentrated over the
center half of the span, the design moment
per unit width is:

0.045 PR

0.25R
= 0.1BP

Point loads within the column circle are

carried mainly by circumferential steel.
Except near the center of the tank, a design
moment per unit width of 0.18P will be
appropriate. The inner ring, OAR wide,
should be reinforced for twice this moment.

As for rectangular panels, point load
design moments and uniformly distributed
live load design moments were compared for
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a typical case of manure tank roof loads.
Again, a live load of 150 psf (7.18 N/m2)
and two wheel loads of 5,000 lb (240 kN)
were selected. The radial moments, due to
the 150 psf loading, will equal those due to
the wheel loads if the tank radius is 22 ft (6.7
m). This means that for the radii less than 22

ft (6.7 m), a point load design moments
would govern for the particular loadings
chosen for the example. For tangential
moments, the break-even radius is 28 ft (8.5
m). This example illustrates that for most
practical cases, concentrated loads will not
govern the structural design of the roof slab.

SUMMARY

The results of a number of finite element

bending analyses of manure tank roof slabs
have been used to provide design
recommendations for concentrated loads on

rectangular flat slab panels. Also, a
particular circular roof slab configuration
suitable for tanks in the 50 - 80-ft (15.2- 24.4-
m) diam range have been analyzed for
uniformly distributed live and dead loads
and for concentrated loads. Design
moments are provided. The recommended
values for the circumferential positive
moments are based on a live to dead load

ratio of one and one-half.
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